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1. Problems and Solutions
Instant messaging applications are more popular than ever due to the rapid adoption of
smartphones and internet access across the globe. With every passing minute, instant
messaging volume rises.
As more people use instant messaging, companies collecting user data become more
valuable. Dominant instant messaging applications and their respective market valuations
include:
Centralized Messaging

Decentralized Messaging

Facebook Messenger($530 Billion USD)

Status ($251 Million USD)

Slack ($5.1 Billion USD)

Adamant ($34.8 Million USD)

Skype($8.5 Billion USD)

Riot ($5 Million USD)

WhatsApp($19 Billion USD)

WeChat($529 Billion USD)

Line($1 Trillion USD)

Mercury Protocol ($2 Million USD)

Viber($900 Million USD)

Telegram($1.2 Billion USD)
Logos were taken from their Google Play Store App or Twitter accounts.

[13]

The instant messaging market is vastly segmented due to the corporate enterprises which
provide increasingly more attractive communication solutions, particularly to emerging
markets.

1.1 Existing problems with online communication
The corporate enterprises behind these messaging application are legally bound to serve
their investors usually by exploiting their users. [Need a statement here with fact or
referencing some examples otherwise its an unbacked claim]
This leads to 4 key problems for users:

1.1.1 Data Centralization
All of the users’ data go through the servers of commercial enterprises which gives these
large companies the power to store, view, censor and sell user data. The company will also
be subject to laws of each country they operate in and government pressure leading to
disclosure of users’ correspondence or impose censorship. This is a violation of user and
human rights, but furthermore, it will put the users’ privacy at risk to hackers. Below are few
examples of these cases:
● Line was compromised in 2014[1], which resulted in user losses more than ¥870,000
in Tokyo and Osaka.
● Telegram, considered as a secure messaging app, was hacked in 2016[2], allowing the
hackers access to users’ personal chat histories.
● Wickr, known for their self-destructing messages, was also once put under pressure
by the FBI[3].
● Google has a FAQ for data requests[4], wherein they state that there are cases where
they will not inform the user of such data requests, or will only give delayed notices

when the circumstances allow them.
● Facebook disclosed in their Government Data Requests[5] that such requests have
reach 78,890 in the first half of 2017, and further increased to 82,341 requests in the
latter half.
Global Overview of Government Data Requests from Facebook 2013-2017[5]

1.1.2. Infrastructure Centralization
The technical architecture behind current instant messaging infrastructure often presents a
single point of failure, and easy choke points for implementing censorship and data
collection. Technical problems on the key management servers can lead to service outages
for entire countries of users. Such cases have actually already happened, some even more
than once for certain messaging applications:
● Facebook, and Instagram, which they acquired in 2012, both experienced major
global disruption 2017[6], but did not disclose any official reason for the outage.
● WhatsApp crashed in February 2018[7], and previously crashed in November 2017[8],
which was featured in global headlines.
● In October 2017, Slack crashed for approximately 2 hours[9]. Slack has about 50,000
paying companies, and many users took to twitter to complain.
● Telegram and Signal experienced worldwide outages in March 2018[10].

1.1.3. Weak or non-existent Encryption
Most instant messaging application do not use end-to-end encryption, such a mechanism
could guarantee data confidentiality from sender to recipient. This means any server, data
carrier or third party that the data passes through could read message content. If any
encryption is used at all, its proof is not shown to the public. The code is not open source so
backdoors can exist without public knowledge.

1.1.4. User Identification (often by phone number)
As a mandatory requirement, most instant messaging applications require you to bind your
account to an email address or phone number. Some offer the alternative of social media
verification, which is equally as identifying. This creates privacy concerns for users, as all
communications are tied to the users’ real identity.
The storage of this identification data becomes a high priority target for hackers, as this
data can be used for fraud or resold.

1.2 The PolyAlpha Solution
To solve these problems, the PolyAlpha team is developing a multifunctional
communication protocol to provide a decentralized, private, trustless and traceless
technology for the next generation of instant messaging application. This is referred to as
the Hyper Poly Protocol (HPP). Its key features are described in the technical paper and
below is a high level overview of its strengths:
1.2.1. Decentralized
The Hyper Poly Protocol (HPP) provides all the benefits of a decentralized blockchain (see
two chain solution), without any of the typical privacy concessions.
1.2.2. Private
The HPP uses ring signatures (more information in the anonymity section of the technical
paper)[30] , ring confidential transactions, and stealth addresses to conceal the sender,
multimedia content, and recipient of all communications.
1.2.3. Trustless
Third-parties do not need to be trusted to keep your instant messages safe. Message
content is decentralised and distributed.
1.2.4. Traceless
Communications on the HPP protocol cannot be linked to a particular user or real-world

identity. Rather identity will be linked to blockchain addresses that can be optionally verified
to real life identities.
Hyper Poly Protocol (HPP) is an application agnostic protocol. It aims to facilitate all forms
of secure communications applications by encouraging developers to build on the platform
(see section “Features to assist third party innovation”).
To launch the first DAPP built on the HPP platform, the PolyAlpha team will launch the
PolyAlpha Ultimate Messenger.
The key development milestones are:
1. PolyAlpha Messenger Ðapp: The first product built is a fully functional attention
bidding enabled messenger running on the Ethereum Blockchain. This Ðapp does
not offer anonymity whereas this would be the default on HPP (See ring signatures
in technical paper), will incur slow messaging speeds and is not scalable. Use the
Ðapp here.
2. Hyper Poly Protocol (HPP): The second step is to build a Ðapp agnostic protocol
which can be used by the community and Ðapp developers to build secure
communication tools of the future. This protocol provides Monero level privacy with
the scalability to manage existing instant messaging communications. Currently, no
Blockchain reaches this scale without compromising decentralization or security.
This is the first true Blockchain competitor to the Telegram mtproto protocol.
3. Poly Alpha Ultimate Messenger (PAU): Just as Telegram is to mtproto, PAU will be
the flagship communication Ðapp on the HPP. This will be the first Ðapp on the
protocol. Unlike mtproto, we will develop a range of partnerships with Ðapp
developers to build on our protocol. This will create network effects that will benefit
all stakeholders.

2. Features and Benefits
PolyAlpha Ultimate is a multimedia instant messaging application, with all the classic
features expected by users blended with a privacy focused multi-currency crypto wallet.
PolyAlpha harnesses the decentralized efficiency of blockchains, but removes the
transparency associated with public blockchains such as Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin to
provide a surveillance-resistant communication protocol. The PolyAlpha team has
implemented unique parallel chain technology to overcome the scalability issues
associated with tradition blockchains.

2.1.1. Basic Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Multimedia Instant Messaging
Individual and group text chats
Audio and video calls
Live broadcasts
Cryptocurrency Tipping
Broadcast channels
Cryptocurrency exchange and transfer
Cross platform use (Apple, Android, Windows, Linux)

2.1.2. Enhanced Privacy Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Whitelisting senders for priority inboxes
Attention bidding
End-to-end encryption by default
Anonymized cryptocurrency transactions
No link to real user identity
Decentralized architecture
Cryptographically provable privacy
No third parties required

2.1. Application Functional Advantages
2.1.1. Attention Bidding
Spam can be a common problem for any instant messenger without a verification process.
Spammers essentially take user attention for free, so the PolyAlpha team came up with a
novel solution: To contact users that have not whitelisted your username, you will be
required to pay a fee, the fee forms a bid, which will determine the priority of your message

in the recipients feed (more information can be found in the attention bidding section in the
technical paper)[31]


2.1.2. Anonymous user account creation
To communicate with anyone on any instant messaging application on the PolyAlpha
protocol, it takes a simple registration and all we require is a username or password. Just
provide the person you wish to communicate with your pre-generated user ID (on install) or
your custom-created username.

2.1.3. Broadcast channels for organizations
PolyAlpha Ultimate provides the ability to send encrypted multimedia broadcasts to all
users subscribed to a channel. This allows for the rapid dissemination of important
information to anonymous users. PolyAlpha internal currency will allow for paid channel
access.

2.1.4. No Advertisements or Selling User Data
PolyAlpha Ultimate and the instant messaging application built upon it will be funded
through the DAICO fundraising. The PolyAlpha internal currency can be used inside
application and provide an incentive for the network architecture to govern and sustain
itself. PolyAlpha will always provide a foundation of free use instant messaging application.

2.1.5. Privacy Based Multi Cryptocurrency Wallet
PolyAlpha Ultimate users will be able to transact and store PolyAlpha, Bitcoin, Ethereum,
and all Cryptonote currencies including Monero, Zcash and Pivx. The PolyAlpha internal
wallet will allow for the use of privacy algorithms such as coinjoin and stealth addresses.

2.1.6. Frictionless Zero Fee Internal Currency
PolyAlpha Ultimate will use offline transactions to allow fast free transfer of value between
users, this will allow for micro transactions within an instant message setting such as tips,
paying for monetized content and bidding for other user attention.

2.1.7. Censorship Resistant
The absence of centralized servers means all data flowing through the HPP is impossible to
monitor or censor, this is achieved with anonymity of users and heavy end to end
encryption. PolyAlpha is not a corporation, so there is little scope for government pressure.

2.1.8. No Single of Point of Failure
PolyAlpha Ultimate embraces blockchain technology, allowing for unlimited global owner
operated nodes (incentivized by the PolyAlpha network), meaning there is no central server
required to exchange instant messages.

2.1.9. Encrypted Message Storage
Data is stored on the PolyAlpha archive chain, making data decentralized and beyond the
jurisdiction of any government, this decentralized application approach also creates data
redundancy around the world so no data will be lost due to a natural disaster or server fault.

2.1.10. Sender and receiver anonymity
Only the sender and recipient of a message will have relevant view keys to decrypt and
stored data, making it impossible for any third party to read i.e. it is mathematically
impossible to deduce who the senders and readers are (see message storage system in the
technical paper)[32]

2.1.11. Cross-Platform Accessibility
The PolyAlpha protocol will be available across all popular platforms through the
development and release of multiple instant messaging applications on one protocol.

2.1.12. Optimization
PolyAlpha Ultimate makes use of cutting edge “two-chain” technology, dedicating an
archive chain for storing data. This stops the need for PolyAlpha application to consume
battery power for local encryption, and saving storage by pushing messages to the archive
chain.

3. Architecture and Technology
Basic instant messaging applications rely on a client-server-client model where messages
pass from the senders device to a centralized server, which then forwards the message to
the recipient.

This centralized advantage of this architecture means rapid search capabilities for the
corporation behind the application as everything is stored in one database thus allowing for
simple synchronization of messages across all devices of one user. However, these benefits
come at a cost. The centralised architecture is prone to breaches of data sovereignty. Data
containing real user identities are rarely encrypted and stored safely.
This data is easily available to:
●
●
●
●
●

Employees of the application
Owners of the application
Government Agencies
Intelligence Agencies
Malicious Hackers

Beyond privacy, this classic client-server-client architecture also creates a single point of
failure. If for any reason, there is an issue with the server, the entire service ceases to
operate meaning that users of the system cannot in use the application.

3.1. Open sourced, decentralized and private
The above reasons form the motivation behind the HPP protocol. By having an open
sourced decentralized, private, trustless and scaleable protocol, any system requiring
decentralised private data transfer can build a DAPP on top of the platform. By choosing to
build on the HPP protocol, their DAPP will naturally provide users with a cryptographic
guarantee where correspondence is anonymous and confidential with 100% up-time.

(update diagram)

3.2. PolyAlpha HPP Functionality
PolyAlpha instant messaging application will embrace the decentralized nature of
Blockchains to provide confidential communication in a peer-to-peer environment, without
the need to trust centralized servers or corporations with user data.

3.2.2. Why Blockchains?
Blockchains provide a decentralized, self-incentivising and cryptographically trustless
architecture. Blockchain can be considered a database that is shared without a central
administrator. Classic databases that run within client-server-client architecture are subject
to being viewed and corrupted by third parties as listed above.
The only disadvantage of current Blockchain technology implemented in projects such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum is the transparency. Blockchains are typically public, allowing for any
third party or malicious attacker to use statistical analysis to find patterns and potentially
identify users’ real identities.

3.2.3. PolyAlpha’s Hyper Poly Protocol
To protect the confidentiality of users’ identities and correspondence, the PolyAlpha team
will create the Hyper Poly Protocol private blockchain (more information regarding private
Blockchains is available in the HPP technical paper)[33]. This takes the learning from the
Cryptonote protocol implemented in private transaction-focused coins such as Monero(MC).
In practical terms, this means no third party can see correspondence that have occured
between users, even the nodes and third parties are all equally blind in this scenario, and
the only people able to view a correspondence are those issued with a view key - by default,
the sender and recipient.

3.2.4. Two Chains
While a private blockchain provides anonymity and confidentiality of correspondence, it is
not scalable enough to reach the instant messaging volumes of application such as
Facebook Messenger($530 Billion ), Slack, Skype, WhatsApp($19 Billion ), WeChat, Line,
Viber, KakaoTalk and Telegram($1.2 Billion ).
A second drawback would be the size of a blockchain storing multimedia instant messages,
this would require nodes that service messages to download and store excessively large
and rapidly increasing amounts of data. This would make it near impossible for individual
users to verify the integrity of the blockchain against corruption or tampering.

The PolyAlpha team has overcome both of these problems by implementing two
blockchains in parallel:

1.

Private Chain - The main chain provides near instant block times so messages can
be delivered at the instant messaging speeds that users expect, we believe in
privacy without compromise. To maintain an efficient chain size, older
correspondence that have not been accessed for 3 months will be moved to the
secondary storage chain.

2. Secondary Chain - This blockchain can be considered an unlimited, decentralized,
private, and trustless cloud storage service, with only private or view key holders
being able to decrypt correspondence. This blockchain is serviced by storage nodes,
which are incentivized to store and distribute data by charging a micro fee in HPP
coin to retrieve archived correspondence.
We have devised a unique referencing system in the private chain, which points to the
location of an archived message or multimedia on the secondary chain.

As shown by the demonstration screen, the multimedia messages and text correspondence
are not stored on the user’s phone, saving storage space on the user’s device while creating
a traceless communication environment. If the recipient's device was compromised by a
third party there would be no related data on the device.

3.3. Plausible Deniability
The PolyAlpha team understand that users could be put in a situation where they may be
forced by a motivated attacker, to provide the password to their PolyAlpha Ultimate
username, this would provide the entity with possession of the password access to private
keys, providing the ability to decrypt all correspondence.
To combat the threat of extortion, torture, or other third party pressures, the PolyAlpha
team has devised a triple password scheme:
1.

Standard Password - This password is the default password when creating a
PolyAlpha username, it provides access to all correspondence associated with the
username, and private keys to decrypt the data.

2. Plausible Deniability Password - This password will provide access to
correspondence and data pre-selected by the user. This provides users with a
sacrificial password they can give up under extortion, torture or third party pressure,
which only provides access to correspondence and private keys the user is willing to
reveal.
3. Self Destruct Password - This password can be entered by the user, or provided to
a third party entity. Once entered, this password will trigger the deletion and wiping
of associated private keys, making all data impossible to decrypt.

3.4. Wallet Functionality
PolyAlpha Ultimate will contain a built-in privacy-based wallet, allowing for private storage,
transferring and receiving HPP Coin, Bitcoin, Ethereum, ERC20-compatible tokens and all
Cryptonote currencies including Monero, Zcash and Pivx as well as all future fork currencies.
This gives users a good range of cryptocurrency to transact with.
PolyAlpha Ultimate will, on creation of a new username, generate public and private key
pairs for all core supported cryptocurrencies. This makes it possible for cryptocurrencies to
transact by username and traditional public keys. This provides a substantial usability
advantage over current wallets.
Transactions for all cryptocurrencies apart from PolyAlpha’s native currency will be
conducted through JSON RPC interaction with randomly selected nodes of the
corresponding blockchain, without the participation of third party entities or centralized
servers.

● PolyAlpha Native Currency (HPP Coin) - Naturally, the native currency is the best
solution for private transactions. The private blockchain makes it impossible for any
third party entity to identify, track or analyse transactions conducted by users.
● Tipping and Micropayments - The instant blocks used by the PolyAlpha Protocol
provide a scalability advantage, and a huge amount of redundant space per block.
This means transactions using the PolyAlpha native currency can be sent for
fractions of a cent. The combination of speed and low fees makes PolyAlpha
application ideal for tipping in real time.
● Privacy Focused - The PolyAlpha internal wallet by default will obscure transactions
on third party cryptocurrencies operating on public blockchains using algorithms
such as CoinJoin.

● Coinjoin is an anonymization technique which, in the PolyAlpha implementation,
allows users to make joint payments together, making the sender of a transaction
unrelated to the recipient, this is orchestrated by a cryptographically trustless
algorithm.

3.5. Attention Bidding
The team behind PolyAlpha understands that there is an economic value to getting
someone's attention - within PolyAlpha Ultimate, you can bid for users’ attention, this is
made possible by the mixed payment and message transactions.

High value individuals such as venture capitalists, celebrities, social media personalities are
likely to be giving away their attention for free, but with PolyAlpha Ultimate, they can
replace their public email address with an inbox that pays them for their attention. We
foresee a world where PolyAlpha Ultimate will replace the classical date sorted inbox with a
ranking system based on how much a sender is willing to pay for a recipient’s attention, the
larger the bid for a user’s attention the higher in the inbox rankings the correspondence will
appear.
This provides benefits for both senders and recipients:
● Popular users (recipients) can be paid for their attention.
● Users (senders) that would usually be isolated from high value individuals such as
celebrities, entrepreneurs or politicians will have democratized access.
The democratization of communication with popular public figures will mean users can
voice their opinion, and the popular public figures will have a strong incentive to read these
correspondence.
● Spam Reduction - Most spam campaigns will be uneconomical for senders using
PolyAlpha application, as there is frictional fee for sending large messages, making it
too expensive to run such a campaign. Even if spammers find a way to make a
campaign economical, they will not be able to afford high attention bids for mass
amounts of correspondence, meaning they will land at the bottom of a recipient's
inbox ranking.
● Joining Bounty - To incentivize popular public figures to join PolyAlpha application,
PolyAlpha users will be able to send correspondence with attention bids to ghost
users which will be associated with a verified social media account. Part of these
attention bids will form a publicly displayed joining bounty. Once the popular public
figure joins a PolyAlpha application as a user and verify their public identity, they will
receive 50% of the bounty. The remaining 50% can be redeemed by opening
correspondence from the bounty hunters.
● Whitelisting - Inbound correspondence are by default ranked by attention bid,
however, the PolyAlpha team understands that there is no need for this mechanism
when two or more trusted users wish to communicate on a regular basis. By
whitelisting a user, the recipient allows zero attention bid correspondence with that
sender to rank highly in their inbox.

● Optional Public Identity - To claim a bounty or associate a PolyAlpha username
with a real public identity, the user will be required to post a correspondence hash
generated from the associated private key. This will be detected by the PolyAlpha
network, which monitors all major public access social media platforms. The first
public social platform that HPP will monitor will be Twitter; more information on this
mechanism is available in the HPP technical paper.

3.6. Message Routing
PolyAlpha correspondence are private and heavily encrypted, usernames are primarily a
public and private key pair. Keys are stored in encrypted form locally on the user’s device.
This creates a truly decentralized and private communication environment.
A common problem with decentralized Peer-to-Peer networks, is finding and identifying
network participants (users) and matching associated correspondence without a centralized
database.
Blockchain alone does not resolve this problem, as it would require users to attempt to
decrypt every correspondent on the network, searching for correspondents that can be
decrypted by the user’s associated private key, which would be an expensive and inefficient
process.
Blockchain-based messengers typically rely on nodes rebroadcasting correspondence until
a confirmation from a reader is sent, at increasingly longer intervals as the message ages,
this decreases the scalability and privacy of such application.
The team behind the PolyAlpha protocol has resolved the above issues, and created large
increases in efficiency with two key architecture improvements:
● Tracker Key - These keys are vital to how PolyAlpha application will work in real
time, the application will use tracker keys to immediately deliver instant messages
and notifications to the required recipient, bypassing the need for recipients to
remain online to monitor for inbound messages which is the case with typical
peer-to-peer networks. This is different to a view key, as it does not allow the holder
of this key to view the transaction or correspondence.
● Timestamp Checksum - This checksum allows PolyAlpha application a cheap and
efficient method to verify if a transaction or message belong to a particular
recipient, before performing a more resource heavy verification. This can be
considered a pre-filter which enables scaling far beyond the capacity of a classic
blockchain.

4. Market & Industry Analysis
Google Play Store and Apple Store are the fastest growing platforms of the modern digital
economy. With communication being an important human need, not surprisingly, instant
messaging type apps are one of the biggest growth driver on both platforms.
PolyAlpha Ultimate will be in a unique position to take advantage of some of the biggest
platform categories:
● Instant Messaging - Communications application that enables two or more users to
communicate in real time over the Internet, commonly including text, images, videos
and voice clips.
● Privacy - Any communication made over an instant messaging application with a
reasonable expectation of privacy for all users involved.
● Fintech - application used to support or enable banking and financial services,
including both traditional currencies such as USD, EUR and GBP as well as
cryptocurrencies.

4.1. Instant Messaging Market
Here we will demonstrate the value of the current instant messaging market and the
prospects for future growth. Our target is for PolyAlpha Ultimate to reach a target market
share of 5% where the market capitalization will exceed $7 Billion USD. We anticipate that
this is achievable within 2-3 years of the protocol being deployed into new application.
Currently the global market capitalization exceeds $170 billion, and with user growth
accelerating globally, it is expected to exceed grow to 3.8 billion users by the end of 2019.
China, with the largest population is expected to account for 25.46% of the total world
market by 2019. This is a strategic target for growth, making WeChat an important
competitor to learn lessons from.
Bitcoin has an estimated 11.5 million active users with over 500,000 confirmed transactions
in a day. However, the value of privacy based blockchains such as Monero or ZCash are far
greater than Bitcoin’s. The remittances industry services over $580 billion volume in 2016,
and it is expected that by 2019, the entire mobile payments market will reach $1.1 trillion
USD.

4.2. Instant messaging industry
The global market capitalization of the world’s major instant messaging applications
exceeds $170 billion USD. As shown below, the number of instant messenger users will
exceed 3.8 billion by the end of 2019.[14]

The creation of instant messaging accounts is accelerating on a global scale. The above
group shows that in the near future there will be one instant messaging account for half of
the world's population. Users are activity is also growing on a annual basis, as shown by the
following chart[15]:

The PolyAlpha team have researched all of the existing instant messaging applications to
understand the potential growth rate of new instant messaging applications. The graph

below[17] shows the steady growth of Viber, an application focusing on instant messaging
and voice calls, with largest growth occurring in a few major regions: Asia and Eastern
Europe.

4.3. Chinese Geographic Focus
China is a strategic target for growth as it holds the world's largest population of 1.4 Billion
people. In 2019 forecasts show there will be over 690 million smartphone users in China[11]
representing a 25.46% of the total use base of 2.71 Billion users forecasted for 2019[12]!

Wechat is installed on over 60% of Chinese smartphones, providing instant messaging and
financial services, and with the greatest penetration being in the 25 to 44 year old
categories[19]. WeChat has achieved similar penetration across all age categories, by firstly
concentrating on social connection through instant messaging, and then introducing
financial services to its users.

4.4. Privacy Focused Cryptocurrency Market
The chart below shows the market dominance of privacy focused cryptocurrencies[20].

The dominance of privacy focused cryptocurrency is easily seen in Monero and Dash. We
suspect this is due to a technological race that has escalated between the two competing
developer teams. The more important observation from this graph is that there is
consistent growth in the value of privacy focused technology.
There are an estimated 11.5 million active users of Bitcoin wallets, 65% of which use mobile
wallets.[21] Mobile wallets in active use is evidence that cryptocurrencies are gaining
circulation and adoption amongst users and merchants.

The number of confirmed transactions is increasing amongst the top cryptocurrencies at
over 500,000 a day.[22]

4.5. Fintech and Remittance market
The money transfer market is hugely valuable:
● Western Union is valued at $9.16 Billion Market Cap
● Moneygram is valued at $545.65 Million Market Cap
● Transferwise is valued at $1.1 Billion Market Cap
These companies and their competitors service a market with over $600 billion volume as
of 2017.[23]

Forecasts show that the market for user-to-user money transfers will reach between $50
and $86 Billion USD in 2018.[24]

The entire mobile payments market is expected to reach $1.1 Trillion USD by 2019.[25]

5. Marketing Plan
By far the most significant cost to launching PolyAlpha Ultimate is marketing expenditure.
The aim of the marketing campaign is at a basic level to promote awareness for PolyAlpha
Ultimate messenger. The marketing will endeavour to create a community of active users.
As with any successful marketing campaign, the PolyAlpha team will attract users and
disseminate information using various advertising channels. To understand the target
audiences, the PolyAlpha team has researched the popular instant messengers that openly
publish data:
● Facebook Messenger has 1.3 billion users which are sending an average of 6.94
instant messages a day meaning a daily volume of over 7 billion instant messages
per day[26]. This averages to 50 minutes spent daily on the main app and the
messenger itself.[27]
● Kik has 15 million users which are sending an average of 16 instant messages a day,
giving a daily volume of over 250 million instant messages per day. In total these
users engaged in an average of 6.1 chat sessions a day at 12.7 minutes per chat
session.[28]

5.1. App Store Optimization
App store optimisation (ASO) aims to maximize the visibility of PolyAlpha application in
each geographical region, including but not limited to:
● Title - Titles are displayed in application store search results, providing a clickable
headline for potential users, although the title must be optimized for application
search results, it must also provide an accurate and concise description of PolyAlpha
application.
● Keywords - A keyword in the context of application store optimization is a word that
summarises an entire application description, creating a shortcut for users to search
for.
● Descriptions - A good description should provide a concise summary of a PolyAlpha
application. The length of a description should be between one sentence and a
small paragraph.

5.2. Social Networks (Facebook, Twitter, Weibo, etc)
Social Media Networks are a key part of the marketing campaign. It also has the added
benefit of being a channel for the PolyAlpha customer support team to provide customer
with help. The team will also develop relationships with a vast amount of influencers on
each of the key social networks.

5.3. Public Relations (audits, bloggers, reviews, press
releases)
The PolyAlpha team aims to cultivate good working relationships with top journalists in the
finance, technology and banking industries during the development of the PolyAlpha
protocol for example:
● American Media:
techcrunch.com, variety.com, mashable.com, theverge.com, gizmodo.com,
techrepublic.com, finance.yahoo.com/tech
● Russian Media:
Rt.com, meduza.io, rbth.com, russia-insider.com, tass.com, sputniknews.com, mail.ru,
yandex.com, rambler.ru
● European Media:
Euronews.com, politico.eu, trend.az, rferl.org, euractive.com, euobserver.com,
tech.eu, thenextweb.com, wired.co.uk, theregister.co.uk
● Asian Media:
Programmer.com.cn, geekpart.net, 199it.com, huxiu.com, 36kr.com,
gadgets.ndtv.com, 91mobiles.com, igyaan.in, pinoytechblog.com
● African Media:
Techmoran.com, techcentral.co.za, bandwidthblog.com, memeburn.com, stuff.co.za,
smileandmobile.com, muva.co.ke, techgirl.co.za
● Oceania Media:
Gizmodo.com.au, techworld.com.au, itnews.com.au, computerworld.co.nz,
nztech.org.nz, radionz.co.nz

5.4. Vloggers and Video Content
The PolyAlpha team will implement a referral system to drive viral growth on the most
popular video and streaming platforms. We expect 2000+ video views by influencers, tech
enthusiasts and users within one year of launch.
There will also be commissioning video explainers in each of the world's major languages,
to trigger global viewership.

Most of the marketing content will also be accompanied with Chinese language as a top
priority.

5.5. Video Advertisements (Facebook, Youku, YouTube)
One of the fastest growing advertising mediums is now video. Social networks are giving
priority to video advertisements, as it provides greatest engagement when compared to
image and text advertisements. A large proportion of the funds will be allocated towards
video..

As shown by this graph, mobile is the most effective method to optimize for video adverts.

5.6.Affiliates and Partner Networks
The affiliate program is an integral part of the marketing plan, as it outsources user
acquisition to marketers that are willing to work for a success based commission. PolyAlpha
marketing will run standalone affiliate programs paying commission in cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin and Monero, with bonuses awarded in PolyAlpha.

6. Benefits for Token Holders
The mobile communications and payment markets provide huge potential for a well
executed marketing and user acquisition strategy as has been outlined in previous sections.
With the increasing number of active users, there will be a growing demand for the
PolyAlpha coins, which will provide utility within the application:
● Paying for the attention of other users.
● Retrieving messages and media from storage chain.
● Internal currency for tipping users.
● Pay to access private channels.
● Paying for third party goods and service.
The PolyAlpha token will be issued during DAICO as a placeholder for Hyper Poly
Protocolcoin, which will exist within the two chain PolyAlpha protocol. Once built PolyAlpha
Tokens will be exchanged for Hyper Poly Protocol coins (HPP Coins).
The PolyAlpha token will be issued in a limited amount, on the Ethereum platform, in
compliance with ERC20 standard. By supporting this standard, PolyAlpha enables the token
to be compatible with cryptocurrency exchanges and Ethereum focused wallets.
The Ethereum platform supports the concept of decentralized smart contracts in the
Solidity language, enabling trustless crowd sales, token creation, and eventually atomic
swaps, allowing token holders to exchange PolyAlpha tokens for HPP coins in the future,
without having to trust or rely on third parties.
The PolyAlpha team has already arrange for the largest crypto-exchanges to list PolyAlpha
tokens immediately after completion of the DAICO, to provide liquidity for token holders,
and facilitate the creation of a secondary market, allowing PolyAlpha token holders to
extract early profits.

7. Estimated Roadmap Milestones
January 2019 - Scytale
DAICO ends and Token Distribution. Token buyer funds will be stored into a DAICO smart
contract, keeping token buyers in control. Tokens will also be distributed at this stage.
June 2019 - Kasiski: Minimum viable Ðapp Beta release
The first version of the PolyAlpha Ðapp will be released onto Ethereum test net, where
token holders will be invited to try the Ðapp as part of the public Beta.
January 2020
Semaphore: Public Ðapp release for Android, Apple and Windows
The finalized PolyAlpha Ðapp will be released on the Ethereum mainnet and released to
Google Play Store, App Store and Windows.
June 2020 - Discrete
Private Wallet upgrades and exchange partners launched. The internal wallet will for other
cryptocurrencies will have privacy and trace obfustication algorithms implemented.
January 2021 - Enigma
Cross chain integration for Ethereum forks. PolyAlpha Ðapp will scale across all Ethereum
forks, creating further decentralization.
June 2021 - Lorenz
App Agnostic Hyper Poly Protocol release
The HPP Blockchains will be released for infrastructure testing, token holders will be invited
to participate in load testing.
January 2022 - Hagelin
Polyalpha Ultimate Beta Ðapp released on Hyper Poly Protocol
PolyAlpha Ðapp Beta will be the first Ðapp to be launched on the HPP.
June 2022 - Ecolex
PolyAlpha Ultimate Public release. Support for the Ethereum Ðapp will be discontinued, as
the HPP version of PolyAlpha Ðapp release will provide increased privacy and scale.

January 2023 - Atbash
Raw platform resource escalation to 1,000,000 communications or transactions per
second. Hyper Poly Protocol Foundation will deploy miners and nodes to maintain the
network until market forces attract network layer stakeholders.
June 2023 - Hagelin
Developer tools release, inviting other Ðapps to launch on Hyper Poly Protocol, with the
aim of creating an ecosystem of Ðapps with compounding network effects.

8. Project Team
Please see our most up to date team and advisors on the website.

Core Development

Biography
Mr. Postlethwaite joined Orenda in 2016 as a database administrator
and is currently responsible for managing Orenda’s external software
consulting services. In this role David works with several clients where
he helps them to determine their technical requirements and oversees
the development for custom software products. Working with clients he
brings great vision, strategy, and solutions to his work with each new
project.

David Postlethwaite
Full stack developer

Jack Rutherford
Full stack blockchain
developer

Mr. Postlethwaite earned his diploma in Information Technology –
Database Development, from the Nova Scotia Community College,
Institute of Technology Campus.
Mr Rutherford is a highly experienced developer who has been
delivering solutions to real world problems since 2001. He has written
code that is still in production Telecom/IVR, Web, Database and Mobile
platforms. He has also worked in heterogeneous environments where
he has procured, configured and maintained large server installations
running Linux, FreeBSD, Windows and VMware ESXi. He is an expert in
Microsoft technologies and has had real world experience in developing
in Rails and also for iOS and Android. He considers himself a technical
polyglot; he loves learning new languages and acquiring new skills. He
is also a pragmatist and works with the tools and technologies provided
to get the job done.
He has experience of working within and also leading teams, and he is
motivated and determined and, when need be, is self reliant and able to
call on initiative to solve problems.
Mr Tobin has been an Application Developer, Development Manager
and Project Manager in a wide variety of business applications. He is
particularly interested in: mobile applications, large scale e-commerce,
travel and the music industry
Specialties: Objective-C, Swift, Ruby, Rails, NoSQL, SOA, C#, .NET,
SQL, MSMQ, XML, MVC, Razor

Josh Tobin
Full stack blockchain

developer
Mr. Brown has a working experience as a developer, a designer and
even a director on numerous instances and holds several web or
application development and designing skills.
Those who have worked with Mr. Brown on several projects consider
him helpful and enthusiastic, having never failed to meet even the
toughest of deadlines.

David Brown
Full stack blockchain
developer

Specialties: iPhone Development, E-commerce,Web Design, Web
Development, Web Applications, Print Design

Mr. Nguyen has a background as a blockchain developer, iOS engineer
and developer. He graduated B.S. Computer Software Engineering from
University of Science Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
His skills include blockchain, hyperledger, Objective-C, Agile, Node.js,
Ruby on Rails, Bitcoin, and several more.

Leonard Nguyen
Full stack blockchain
developer

Business
Mr. Khan has a successful background in commerce, affiliate marketing
(as both an affiliate and affiliate manager) and digital marketing,
specialising in viral, Incentivized and cost per action marketing.
He has been involved in several successful business startups and is a
series A investor alongside Richard Branson, Roger Ver, and Digital
Currency Group in companies such as Bitpay and Shapeshift.
He has been dealing with cryptocurrency since 2011, coming to hear of
the new technology while studying BSc Financial Computing. Being a
Amir Khan
Founder, Chief Executive successful merchant in several industries, he quickly learned the
potential of censorship-resistant currencies, especially the huge
Officer, Chief Marketing
efficiency gains when making cross border payments with
Officer
cryptocurrencies for his global arbitrage ventures.
He has a background in Blockchain Technology and is a blockchain
consultant for onedelivery.io.

Ms. Helege is a German qualified lawyer with 10 years experience in the
UK Financial Industry as Transactional Lawyer and Legal Counsel:
- Data Protection / GDPR
- Futures & OTC Clearing
- ISDA Documentation, GMRA, GMSLA, German Rahmenvertrag
- Banking and Finance

Christine Hegele
Legal Advisory

Other Specialties include:
- e-discovery
- Energy Law: gas and power (regulation, delivery, exchange trade; gas
storage)
- International Business Law
- Intellectual Property Law
Over Mr. Timms’ professional career, he has gained a wealth of
experience in IT related systems, networking, databases, infrastructure
and Internet technologies. He also spent many years as a software
developer, implementing bespoke systems and the platforms on which
they run. He has run his own successful internet company for many
years, and his current role as Head of IT for Market Tech/Camden
Market is particularly varied, covering infrastructure over a large area of
Camden, the 500 businesses that trade in Camden Market, a large
co-working site and the entire technology stack of the parent company.

Jac Timms
Chief Technology Officer
• Industry Interests: Digital payments, Cryptocurrencies, Internal
workflow systems, Cap-market systems, WeChat & AliPay.
• Design Interests: Evolutionary Psychology, Behavioural Economics,
Mechanism Design, Gamification, Growth Hacks by Design, AI-Human
Interaction.
Early Bitcoin investor and developed an active interest in blockchain
since 2012.
William Deng
Chief Strategy Officer
[Pending writeup]

Philip Maurice Mifsud
Head of Business
Development &
Partnerships

[Pending writeup]

Sasha Mitchell
Content and Creative
Director
Headhunter operating in the High-tech space, cryptocurrency advocate.
Honored to play this small part in helping the community scale.

Teo Chiriac
Head of Delivery and
Personel

Operating in the following areas:
Blockchain core development: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger, Lighting
network , Ripple etc
Ethereum Development: Smart Contracts/ Solidity, Truffle, IPFS , Token
creation, ICO
Cyber Security: PenTesting, Smart Contract Security, Cryptography,
Vulnerability research
Web Development: JavaScript, Node, Web3, hmtl, GO, Phyton, CSS,
C++, React
Business Development / Sales

Advisory
David Galea
European Advisor

Mr. Galea is the founding director of BEAT Consulting, a niche firm
specialising in the provision of Business Transformation Solutions to
clients operating in Financial Services, Public Sector, Energy and
Environment and ICT. He successfully managed a number of major
implementation projects which have yielded major cost reductions to his
clients. Throughout his career, he has been engaged in areas that
manage functions within organisations requiring a considerable
overhaul. He was involved in the restructuring of Air Malta,
reengineering of accounting processes within government to comply
with accrual accounting principles, developing a National Enterprise
Strategy for Malta and various other large scale initiatives. He was more
recently involved in a number of Programme Management and Project
Management Assignments in the UK working closely with organisations
such as BP, Everything Everywhere and the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority. His goals are to actively contribute towards the development
and implementation of strategic initiatives for reputable organisations
through which they could leverage a competitive advantage.
Specialties: Change Management, Project Management, Strategic

Planning and Implementation, Benchmarking, Feasibility Studies,
Business Process Reengineering
Mr. Malik is the editor-in-chief of ICOCROWD. He is able to provide
leadership and strategic direction to support service-focused and cost
effective activities related to sourcing, contracting, and acquisition of
eMoney, Mobile services, and Alternative Finance.
He is involved in building connections with local players enabling
stronger deeper distribution networks and fast tracking onboarding /
activation, and building geo targeted ethnic distribution networks.
Ismail Malik
Influencer, Blockchain
R&D

He is a Social Engineering & PR renegade, and has designed and
executed grassroot, political & community organized communications
strategies. He a track record of securing coverage from all kinds of
media outlets, and can reach out to strangers and convince them to
embrace “the cause.” He has significant familiarity with the web; a “net
native.” And he knows where to go and who to contact to get the
product out there.
Specialties:
- Developing exploratory research methodologies to create stories that
bring alive the power of Tech Startups.
- Craft and package creative concepts to make them accessible.
- Spot emerging mobile & financial cultural trends
- Smart Routing for incoming Social media inquiries.
- Crowd Sourcing Social Engagement Strategies.
- Federated Systems & Organisations.
- Hackathon Partnerships for Small & Specialist (HEIs)
- Social Learning Communities and Ad-Hoc Peer Learning Exchanges.
- Tech Campus & Currency Project Management.
- Research informed strategies for crowdsourcing Development
Mr. Cheung has served as an advisor for other projects before. He has
a masters degree in both Business Administration and Social Sciences.
His skills include Marketing Strategy, SEO, Social Psychology, Google
Adwords, User Experience Design, Project Management, Foreign
Languages, Communication, and Sales

Tom H Cheung
Asia Advisor

Dr Peter Chadha as an Advisor as he brings a wealth of practical tech
programme experience and contacts to the project.
Peter started his career planning to be a scientist doing a PHD at
University College London, developing computerised targeting of drugs
to get through Blood Brain Barrier.

Dr Peter Chadha
Tech Industry Veteran

But he found his true passion was IT, not chemistry and he contracted
for various companies like Apple - ( when they were in the doldrums)
and incidentally the EU in the 1990’s.
For the last 20+ years Peter has been an independent technology
consultant and commentator, author and he leads teams to help mid
and large companies get better innovative technology solutions to make
them more efficient and effective.
He has co-authored a book on Google and IBM research identified
Peter as one of the UK’s 50 most influential commentators on corporate
IT with commentary in the industry and daily press such as the Financial
Times, The Daily Telegraph etc.
Today, Peter is a huge advocate of the blockchain and is working with
this new tech community to aid its establishment its place in a modern
world, He is also a founder of the Oxford Blockchain Foundation.

9. Public DAICO Sale
The creation and issue of PolyAlpha tokens is done through the DAICO (Decentralized
Autonomous Initial Coin Offering) model using smart contracts to store token holder funds.
These funds will only be released to the development team at a rate voted on by token
holders.
Decentralized Autonomous Initial Coin Offering is an innovative next generation model for
Startup fundraising suggested by Vitalik Buterin, the Ethereum Co-Founder. The DAICO
model merges the features of Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) with the
ICO concept to provide increased transparency and control over funds raised.
DAICO smart contracts allow token holders to hold developers accountable by voting if
money should be released to developers. Token holders can harness crowd voting to
confirm if a road map milestone has been reached. If they are not, then the token holders
can also initiate refunds if the development team is not meeting expectations.
The DAICO model ultimately allows token holders to remain in control of the the money
the token sale has raised.
ICO Disadvantages

DAICO Advantages

Once the Token sale is complete
developers have access to all of the
contributed funds. Developers are not
accountable to Token holders.

Token holders remain in control of the
contributed funds, if the developers do not
adhere to the stated road map token
holders can initiate a refund. Token holders
are protected from scams.

After the token sale has ended developers
typically have tens of millions of dollars
upfront, this creates a lack of incentive and
motivation to complete the project.

The team is incentivized to stay motivated
and complete the project on schedule,
being rewarded by the release of funds
over time.

Blockchains and cryptocurrencies have
thrived under the notion of
decentralization, typical ICOs go against
this ethos.

Raised funds are stored in a smart contract,
with decentralized ownership. The
conditions are hard coded into the smart
contract, providing long term transparency
and security.

9.1. What are the main characteristics of a DAICO?
● Token holders can initiate votes to release funds to developers, or issue refunds to
themselves.
● Only Token holders can participate in voting, project allocated tokens are not
eligible for participation in votes.

● Organizations such as exchanges holding large amounts of tokens on behalf of
contributors will have limited voting capabilities.
● The weight of each vote is capped at a certain amount of tokens.

9.1.1. Tap Votes
● The initial amount of ETH released per month by the tap mechanism will be pre set
to 500 ETH monthly, this can be increased and decreased by future votes.
● Voting for tap increases or decreases will be help on the 15th day of each month.
● Once a vote is initiated it will remain open for 3 days.
● Votes can be initiated by developers and token holders.
● The increase or decrease of the tap is limited to 50% per vote.

9.1.2. Refund Votes
●
●
●
●
●

The refund poll can be initiated once every 3 months.
Any token holder can initiate the refund vote.
Refund votes will remain open for 7 days.
33% vote in favour of refund must be reached for refunds to be issued.
Refund polls can be initiated for the first 2 years of the project.

9.2 Token Sale (distribution)
9.2.1. Token distribution phase: Pre-DAICO
Start date: 1st of Agust 2018 (12:00 PM London Time, GMT-0)
End date: 1st of September 2018 (12:00 PM London Time, GMT-0)
PolyAlpha tokens distribution cap(phase #1): 5,000,000 PAT
Currency accepted: ETH, BTC, XMR
Token exchange rate: 1 PAT = 0.70 USD
Amount of tokens per one person: unlimited
Minimum transaction amount: $10
Maximum transaction amount: unlimited

9.2.2. Token distribution phase: DAICO
Start date: 1st of October 2018 (12:00 PM London Time, GMT-0)
End date: 1st of November 2018 (12:00 PM London Time, GMT-0)

PolyAlpha tokens distribution cap (phase #1): 25,000,000 PAT
Currency accepted: ETH, BTC, XMR
Token exchange rate: 1 PAT = 0.85 USD
Amount of tokens per one person: unlimited
Minimum transaction amount: unlimited
Maximum transaction amount: unlimited

9.2.3. Use of funds
The Hard Cap represents the
maximum funds the team will accept
for the project, when this cap is
reached, no further funds will be
accepted.
• 35% - Hyper Poly Protocol
Development
• 25% - Poly Alpha Ultimate Dapp
Development
• 30% - Marketing & PR
• 5% - Reserve Fund
• 5% - Legal

9.2.4. The distribution of tokens
• 60% - Crowd Sale
• 15% - Reserve
• 10% - Hyper Poly Protocol
Development
• 10% - Company and Advisors
• 5% - Bounty Campaign
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